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Isagenix currently has over 100 products to choose from.
They all interact and work together synergistically.

I know that if it's an Isagenix product, the quality of the
ingredients are the highest and most effective possible.

We suggest that everyone start with a core program...
...(30-Day Basic Program, Race to Maintenance, Value Pak
or Forever Pak). We want you to experience the profound
transformation these systems can provide.

Isagenix is more than just a cool, online health food store.
These are life-changing products created by people who
are on a mission to change the health in our nation.

That being said, you might want to add to your orders.
The attached chart shows some of the most popular
items, their cost and qualifying points. (More on that
in a moment.)

As I said earlier... there's a lot of information in this
company that I'm endeavoring to put into context
for you. These short trainings are intended to make it
easier and faster for you to understand and make
knowledgable decisions.

Choose your flavors for each pak.
The only variables in those paks (yes, that's how the
company spells it) are the choice of flavors.

The Forever Pak is the 100BV Pak.
Some students replace IsaGenesis with healthy energy drinks
and meal bars, due to their personal study needs.

Some students are athletes and bodybuilders...looking to
maximize their physical performance. They add extra protein (IsaPro)
or AMPED products (designed for athletes.)
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BEA stands for
"Botanical Energy + Adaptogens."

It is a light, delicious and
refreshingly HEALTHY energy drink.

E+ Shots are healthy, naturally-caffeinated,
energy shots with adaptogens .

Jim and Kathy Coover's 24-year old son, Erik,
requested the scientists develop these when
he saw his college friends showing up at final

exams with unhealthy energy drinks.



Contact your sponsor or other team members to get quick
answers to easy questions. If they don't know the answer,
they will know where to find it.

On the chart you will see the product, it's cost and the initials
"BV". "BV" stands for "Business Volume."

FYI - Sometimes in your back office you will see the initials "PV".
That means "Personal Volume" - which is the same as BV.
PV also counts towards any extra income and bonuses you
might qualify for, except that you personally ordered those
items for your own consumption .

There's more on bonuses and earning potential in Business Training.
Right now, you want to order a minimum volume of 100 BV
(or more) in your first order because that gives you extra benefits
and savings.

The Paks give you those bonuses automatically, however, if
you start juggling things around in The Forever Pak, you'll want
to have easy access to this information.

FYI - I always recommend adding IsaDelights and/or Isagenix
Bone Broth to the 30-Day Basic program. I know many athletes
who always start their workouts with an e+ shot or BEA.

About the vitamins:
A doctor friend told me that these are the first vitamins she has
ever used where she could actually feel a difference when taking
them.

All will be revealed as you go along.
You will clearly see the logic behind what I'm sharing. I just want
you to have a stable foundation as you begin this adventure.

Remember - the products on that first order are guaranteed.
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Study years are foundational. They are
the springboard for a person's life.

Staying alert and healthy sets
students up for success in school as

well as when they graduate and
face new challenges in the

big wild world.
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Product Cost B.V. 
   

AMPED Hydrate 21.00 14 

Bars – Dairy Free 33.99 21 

Bars – IsaLean 30.99 21 

Bea – Energy drink – 12 ct 39.99 27 

Bone Broth 32.99 22 

Cleanse for Life 32.00 22 

Complete Essentials 70.99 48 

Complete Essentials w/IsaGenesis 145.99 100 

e-shots – 12 ct 36.99 25 

e-shots – 6 ct 19.99 14 

Ionix Supreme 32.00 22 

IsaGenesis 79.99 54 

Isagenix Fruits 33.99 23 

Isagenix Greens 33.00 22 

IsaPro – Plant-Based Protein 42.95 27 

IsaPro – Whey protein 42.95 27 

Shake - Dairy Free  46.99 28 

Shake - IsaLean  41.99 28 

Shake - IsaLean PRO  49.99 34 
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BEA -- Energy drink - 12 ct


